(finit reservoir approach). Viscosity, permeability, compressibility, porosity, height of reservoir, well radius, flow rate, static coefficient of friction, and depth of a fault were sampled from uniform probability density functions (PDFs). Radius of reservoir, strength parameter S and slip-weakening distance D c were initially also sampled from uniform PDFs. However, to increase density of points with lower magnitudes in fig. S7 , we increased the number of configurations presumably leading to smaller -e f magnitudes based on the correlations between parameters and magnitudes in fig. S6 . Consequently, the resulting histograms are right-skewed. The remaining non-uniform distributions of dynamic coefficient of friction, initial shear stress and background stress drop are results of constraints used to compute self-consistent sets of fault-related parameters. For example, initial stress was computed such that it produces the selected S value for selected normal stress and coefficients of friction. 3 ). The null hypothesis -data are sampled from the corresponding ig. S8.
able S1. Reservoir and fault parameters used to prepare Fig. 2 . Though the parameter values are chosen from intervals reported for general reservoir ( ), they do not represent end-members.
Instead, we chose parameters such that they illustrate the behavior of the system. µ v -viscosity, k -permeability, φ -porosity, c t -compressibility, h -height of reservoir, r e -radius of reservoir, q -injection rate (negative and positive sign indicates injection or extraction, respectively), µ d -dynamic coefficient of friction, µ s -static coefficient of friction, τ 0 -background shear stress, σ -background normal stress, D c -characteristic slip-weakening distance, S -strength parameter, τ s0 -background static stress, τ d0 -background dynamic stress, ∆τ 0 -stress drop, ∆τ E -strength excess. The gray values are identical with the reference case.
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